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Thought For The Day
'*•- \ Knowladq* advancss by steps.
£. \ and not by leaps.
—Anonymous
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Large Crowd Is Expected For Miller Concert
Big Band Here Friday
For " 59 Fall Feature"

6 Speakers Set
For RE WeekTheme Chosen

By DAVE MERTZ
With the Glenn Miller Orchestra slated to present a concert on campus Friday night, as the senior class' " '59 Fall

"God—Your Roommate?" has
been chosen as theme for this
year's Religious Emphasis Week,
Sunday through Wednesday, Nov.
10 to 19.

Feature," a great many townspeople and area residents including college graduates of some years ago, can be expected to
attend.
For remarkably, yet understandably so, the Miller music
has been popular for a good many
yearn. It was 17 years ago, in fact,
that his orchestra was appearing
in movies such as "Sun Valley
Serenade," and these movies were
advertised in the B-G NEWS and
other newspapers, and his records
were eagerly bought and played.
Dsspitc the fact that Miller never
Tickets for the Glenn Miller Or
returned from a flight over the
chestra concert are on sale at
English Channel in 1944, the spirit
the old Business Office in the
of the Miller music still stayed on.
His fans simply would not forget, Administration Bldg., Bob Greenand even now, nearly 15 years after berg, ''o-chairman of the ticket
committee for the " '69 Fall Feahis death, many of them are still
ture," reminds student'. They are
Miller enthusiasts.
Added to the great number of $1-25 apiece.

New this year will be a Sunday evening discussion Nov. 16,
by the six speakers, to give all
students a chance to get acquainted with tl.em. It will also serve as
a preview of what is to be expected
for the following days.

'Feature' Tickets
Can Be Purchased
At Ad. Bldg. Office

older fans, of course, are many
of today's college students and
other young people. Nearly 10
years after Glenn had played his
lust notes, the big Miller revival
took shape, sparked by the highly
successful movie, "The Glenn Miller Story," and made ardent Miller fans out of many persons who
had never heard the original Miller Orchestra.
Responsible for recreating wonderful music that thrilled Americans all over the world during the
war years, is Ray McKinley, who
was Captain Miller's right-hand
man in his Army Air Force Band.
In fact, it was McKinley who
was the spark-plug of the magnificent music played by the service
band, which was recently released
and hailed as brilliant a batch of
recordings as has ever appeared
anywhere,
anytime.
McKinley s
pounding
drums
were
heard
throughout the album, and particularly in the band's famous "St.
Louis Blues March."
Then, following Miller's death,
"it was McKinley, a close friend
of Glenn's, once a fellow side-man
in the Doraey Brothers' band and
then a rival band leader, who really
took over for Glenn by becoming
the band's inspirational leader,"
according to notes from a record
cover.
In the wake of the upsurge of
interest in the Miller music following the popular movie, the Miller estate and agents put their
heads together to come up with
an answer to the question, "How
could this music be heard again—
in person?
They came out with, "Let's get
McKinley, let him use Glenn's entire music library, have him organise a band, and send him out
with our backing."
And that's what they did. That's
exactly the band and the music
which is now made available for
the fir*t time—"The Glenn Miller
Orchestra under the direction of/
and featuring Ray McKinley"—
and the combination that will attract and excite old fans, new fans,
and just fans at the concert Friday night.

FEATURED WITH RAY McKINlEY. the director ol the
Glenn Miller Orchestra, will be vocalists Ernie Bernhardt.
at the right and Lorry Peters, and Instrumentalist Lenny
Hambro. As the " '5» Fall Feature." the orchestra will

present a concert at 8:15 p.m. Friday in the Grand Ballroom
of the Union. Featured during the evening will be numbers
arranged by McKinley, as well as many of the ever-popular
arrangements by the late Glenn Miller.

Forensics Honorary Will Be Host
j? For National Meeting Next Spring

In addition to the represents
tives selling tickets in the fraternities and sororities, Greenberg
reported Sunday that there ia
possibility that tickets will be so
in the main lounges of the residence halls one night this wee
Only enough tickets to comfortubly fill the Grand Ballroom are
being sold.

Bloodmobile Scheduled
For Visit Next Week
The American Red Cross Blnodmobile will visit the campus on
Wednesday, Nov. 19. Students
wishing to donate blood are t • report to the recreation hall in the
Administration Bldfr. between 1
and 7 p.m.
This year's quota is 126 pints.

IFC Picks Members To Attend
National Convention In Georgia
Seven men were elected to represent the Interfraternity Council at the National Interfraternity
Conference Convention to be held
Dee. 3 through 5, in Atlanta, Ga.
Other business at last week's
Mint m- was the adoption of the
budget and a lengthy discussion
o» rush rules.
The men elected are Ron liar

World Views...
PARIS—French liberals and Arab nationalists are boycotting the
Algerian elections. Politicians in Paris fear Arab propagandists will
seize the fact as the basis for a new independence campaign.
BEIRUT—Syrian jets intercepted Jordan's King Hussein yesterday while he was flying over Syrian territory for a European vacation.
Offician Jordanian sources in Beirut, Lebanon, reported the jeta tried
to force Hussein's plane to land at Damascus. Hussein, instead, flew
back to Jordan and called emergency sessions of his cabinet and parliament.
GENEVA—-The cold war was intensified yesterday with a broadside from Russia. The Russians opened a Geneva conference on prevention of sneak attacks with a warning that only a complete Western
policy switch can bring about an East-West disarmament agreement.
The Russian deputy foreign minister demanded complete banning of
nuclear weapons and arsenals, reduction of nuclear stockpiles, scrapping
of foreign bases, and reduction of conventional armed forces.
LIBSON—The United States Navy says its search planes spotted
an oil slick near where a flying boat disappeared Sunday on a flight
from Lisbon to Madeira. The Navy also says its planes picked up distress signals in the general area where the plane, with 36 persons aboard,
was last heard from.
OSAGE, WEST VIRGINIA—A 17 room integrated school was
dynamited early yesterday. Authorities say at least a case of dynamite
was touched off at two points in the main hallway. School in the country have been integrated for about five years without incident.
NICOSIA, CYPRUS—The British army has issued pistols to more
than 100 British civilians on Cyprus for protection against Greek underSround gunmen. Undergroun
have killed 10 unarmed
— ind terrorists
*
ritons in less than six weeks.
Compiled from the wires of the United Press International

moil, Pi Kappa Alpha, president
of IFC; Robert Greenberg, Zeta
Beta Tau; Ray Marvin, Phi Delta
Thetn; Robert McLean, Phi Delta
Thcta; Dale Haven, Alpha Tau
Omega; Hill Palmer, ATO; and
llerni Koby, Kappu Sigma.
Dr. Eldcn T. Smith, dean of students, anil Dean Wallace W. Taylor Jr., advisor to IKC, will accompany the group. The general
topics of the convention are scholarship, Greek Week, rushing and
pledging, and IKC ideals. On way
to and from the convention, the
group plans to stay overnight at
various college campuses.
After long debute, a motion to
insert an informal rush period in
the current rush rules was referred to a committee for further
deliberation. Further discussion of
rush rules will continue at to
morrow's meeting.

New Trainee Plan
Prepared By Gov't.
The United States Civil Service
Commission has a new Student
Trainee examination for use in
selecting college students for workstudy programs in Federal agencies. The programs are in scientific, technical, agricultural, accounting, and statistical fields.
Trainees will be paid yearly rates
of $3,255 to $3,755.
Further information and application forms are available at post
offices and at the United States
Civil Service Commission, Washington 25, D.C. Applications will
be accepted until April 2, 1959.

The local chapter of Pi Kappa
Delta, national forensics honorary,
will host the twenty-first biennial
national convention here March
22 thru 27, 1959.
Dr. Raymond Yeager, director
of forensics, announced that approximately 800 students from 200
colleges and universities in the
United States are planning to attend the convention. He also revealed that there will be u national
political figure, such as former
President Harry S. Truman, as
the featured speaker. Also two
distinguished alumni of PKD will
receive special awards with Spencer Tracy and Edward R. Murrow
nmong the nominees.
Dr. Yeager is currently Governor of the Province of the Lakes
for PKD. Local officers of the
Ohio Eta chapter are: Bob Kinstle,
president; Bob Rask, vice-president; and Janice Hein/.e, secretary treasurer.

Try outs Over Today
For Next Production,
According To Kahan
Tryouts for the third major
production of the year, "An Enemy of the People," will be held
for the last time today from 7 to
10 p.m. in the Gate Theatre, according to Stanley Kahan, director.
A drama in three acts, "Enemy"
is the story of a man who must
make the decision between maintaining his private security or upholding the truth even though it
may cost him his job, his home,
and pissibly his life.
Written by Hcnrick Ibsen, and
adopted for the American stage
by Arthur Miller, the drama will
be presented Jan. 15 through 17 in
the main auditorium.

Melachrino 'Conquers Audience With Music

HARRY MORHILL. hither of lob
Mornll. Falcon center, ha been
amjd Dad ol the Yea by the football loam. A native of Cleveland, he
was presented with a trophy daring
the wet half-time proceedings at the
game Saturday by Alpha Taa Omega, originator* of Dad's Day. and
was Introduced to the audience at
the Variety Show that night.

Like one of the Caesars, Melachrino "came, saw, and conquered" Sunday night as he and his
orchestra presented a beautifully
rendered and highly entertaining
concert in the Grand Ballroom of
the Union in the first program
of the 1959 Artist Series.
From the moment he stepped
between the musicians and the
near-capacity audience, the truly
gracious gentelman from England
knew what to say, what to do,
and, perhaps, even what to plsy,
to place the crowd in the palm of
his hand. For that is exactly where
it was at the end of the one-anda-half hour concert.
One could well accuse the noted
conductor of having a sixth sense
that enabled him to know precisely what would please the people
of Bowling Green and suroundlng
area musically. For, without making one change in the printed
program, the orchestra's selections
and solos by pianist Herman Arminski and harpist Walter Pfeil were
what the people wanted.

In fact, Melachrino could put
Sunday's concert numbers on a
record and title it "Music for
Pleasing the People of Bowling
Green," and it would do what it
is supposed to do just as his. albums titled "Music To Help You
Sleep," "Music for Confidence and
Courage," etc. live up to their
claims.
By commenting at the very beginning of the concert, "We're
going to have some fun," Melachrino put the majority of the audience at ease by making them feel
confident that the music they
would hear would be at their level—music that would be familiar
either by name or by tune or by
both. It was not going to be an
evening dedicated to exhibiting
the artists' talent, but rather to
acclaiming composers' extraordinary "know-how" that resulted in
melodies that are hummed or sung
year after year.
Probably the most enjoyable
selections played during the even-

ing were those from "South Pacific" though the choice between
them and the group by Tchoikowsky is a difficult one. Without a
question, the "South Pacific" medley was the more familiar.
The effects achieved in the popular show's tunes were vaiied.
They ranged from the delicate,
oriental touches heard in "Happy
Talk," to the bold, brassy sounds
of "I'm Gonna Wash That Man
Right Out of My Hair."
The latter sounds seemed almost to be coming from the brass
section of the Tommy Dorsey
Band or some other dance orchestra in a special exhibition at a
dance, and it was difficult to realize that this same orchestra performed the selections from various
ballets as a superb symphony orchestra should perform them.
Not all of the selections heard
during the evening were familiar.
Melachrino's original compositions,
"Colorado River" and "San Francisco," and the numbers chosen

by the piunist and the harpist for
solos were new to the audience,
yet were received with long periods of applause. The harp is an
instrument seldom heard in solo
work, and that fact plus the harpist's performance made his part
in the concert an especially memorable experience.
Only two selections fell short
of expectations. Probably because
the arrangement by fellow-Englishman Montovani is heard more
often, Melachrino's arrangement
of "Greensleeves" seemed to lack
the plaintive, melancholy quality
that is usually associated with the
song, while Carmichael's "Stardust" was played too forcefjlly
and without respect to the human emotions usually associated
with it.
But without a doubt, if the
charming and poised George Melacrrino should ever return to Bowling Green, he will find another
audience anxiously awaiting to be
his captives.
DFM

On Monday, Nov. 17, the topic
for general convocation is "God—
A Companion?" The speaker will
be Dr. Rex Knowlcs, University
pastor of the Presbyterian-Congregational Fellowship, University of Nebraska.
Rabbi Henry Sandman, spiritual
leader of Temple lleth Israel, Lima, will be the speaker on Tuesday, Nov. IK. His topic is "God—
A Counselor?"
On the third and final day, Nov.
19, the speaker is Father David
C. Uuync, dean of the Law School,
University of Detroit. His topic
is "God—A Leader?"
The six visiting speakers are
available for sessions in residence
halls and Greek housing units. To
enguge one of them contact Al
Adler, Zeta Beta Tau house.

Publications Staffs
To Be Represented
At ACP Convention
Eight staff members of University publications will attend the
.14 th Annuul Associated Collegiate Press Conference in Chicago
this week end. The staff members will take part in tours, clinics,
and instruction in journalism while
at the conference.
Attending from the KEY staff
are: Ken Kjoller, editor; Mary
Larsen, managing editor; Edward
Carpenter, business manager; and
Jerry Cosley, copy editor.
B-O NEWS staff members making the trip arc: Dave Mcrtz, editor; Thelma Madden, managing
editor; Mike Riggs, business manager; and Nancy Cooley, advertising manager. Donald C. Peterson,
instructor in journalism and KEY
advisor, will accompany the group.
Main feature of the conference
will be a tour through the Chicago
Tribune. Clark Mollenhof, 1968
Pulitzer Prize winner for labor
racket reporting, will be the speaker at the Friday session. Cartoonist Al Capp will give an informal
talk with questions from the audience at the Saturday luncheon.
A one day Advertising Clinic
will be included on the program
which will give students a chance
to obtain more informatoin in the
area of newspaper and yearbook
advertising.
Short courses in photography,
magazine, and newspaper writing
are planned for the benefit of staff
members having little or no formal
journalism instruction in their
schools.

Construction Of Set
Initiated For Play
Construction of the set to be
used in the upcoming University
Theatre production, "C r a i g ' s
Wife," began last week, according
to John H. Hepler, technical director of the Theatre.
The entire furnishings are being presented by the L. L. Trout
Furniture Store of North Baltimore. Plans for the "props" were
co-ordinated by the set designer
and a representative of the store
before the set was built The
scenery is now being painted to
match the beautiful new furniture.
Tickets for the play, to be held
Nov. 20 through 22, will go on
sale at the old Business Office
Monday, Nov. 17, and will be sold
daily the remainder of the week
from 10 a-m. to noon and from
2 to 4 p.m. The box office will
also be open before each performance one hour before the curtain opens.

Editorially Speaking
ceive some of the blame directed toward the
students. Inexperienced students working at
anything need a guiding and directing hand,
and particularly when they are publishing
something to be read by many persons. We
of the B-G NEV/S staff have learned that an
advisor can prevent the occurrence of many
unpleasant and embarrassing situations.
Was the police department too quick to
act, or was Ohio University unwise in not
acting sooner?

Which Was Unwise?
A very unfortunate situation exists at
Ohio University at the present time. Three
students have been charged by Athens Police
Chief Joseph Grogan with publishing a magazine containing obscene and lewd articles,
drawings, and photographs. The publication
is the humor magazine, the Green Goat.
Because it is published by University
students, we agree with an editorial in The
Ohio University Post that criticised the police
taking action when the University "was already acting to see that the students in question would not publish censurable material
again."
What reason could the police give for
such an action when, presumably, magazines
with a very low moral tone can be bought at
many news stands in a town the size of Athens? Treating the students as common criminals seems to be absolutely uncalled for. University officials had already noted the bad
taste of the publication, and were taking proper steps. Punishment would be given to those
ch'sorving it.
But another question arises when a person thinks of the situation for awhile. How
and why was the offensive material able to
reach the final stage—publication? Surely a
magazine published by students at a university would have some supervision by faculty
or administrative staff members, and if this
mil not the case in the past, we have a feeling
thai it will be in the future.
Perhaps the University itself should re-
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Union Activities Offlco. third floor of
the Union.
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We'll come to you
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from 8:30 to midnight your PIZZA
will be delivered free of charge

Petti's
Alpine Village Restaurant
117 North Main Str*.t

Cloied Mondaya

TUESDAY And
WEDNESDAY
Feature Time
7:35. 8:30
Cartoon and Late News
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Th* trua

THe
Decks
Ran
RED

story of
a mutiny
and on*
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girl at
M»a mercy

of a
love-starved
craw.

-MiB MASON
DOROTHYDANDRIDGE

CRAWFORD
STUDENT NIGHTS
NOV. II. 12. 1958
Tuesday and Wednesday
Tata coupon and ONE Adult ticket will admit
two. You and your SWEETHEART at pal. Plus
10% Discount Coupon—Good Tun. 6 Wed.

PETTI'S ALPINE VILLAGE

BA School Host
To Credit Men

Editorial Stall
Davi Merti
Thelma Madden
Carol Breddor
Larry Cotfman
Harriet Paler*
Bob Starkweather
Carol Wollemlen
Dick Lawlm

any othan who har« not r«c«l»«d
lh«lr cop.M of the University Directory

Delta 2eta is to be congratulated, we
believe, for the initiation of its COZY meetings, which are planned to better inter-sorority relationships on the campus. The ideas
in back of the meetings are very sound, and
could be adapted for use by the fraternities
as well.
Such meetings, held over a period of
eight or nine months, should provide more
solutions and answers to common fraternitysorority problems than the meetings which
are concentrated each year into a short period of time known as Greek Week.
If there are problems in the Greek system
which sororities and fraternities are anxious
to solve, then a longer period of conferring
and discussing definitely provides more stable,
substantial answers.
Delta Zeta has realized this, and if other
Greek groups would follow their example,
perhaps Greek Week could serve only as a period of retrospection rather than one of inspection and examination.

^XrGJftm

Official
Announcement
Slud-nti who 1W* olfcampui. and

Congratulations

The College of Business Administration Is bout to tht' Credit As
soriatinn of Northwestern Ohio
this afternoon at the annual joint
meeting and hnnquet in the Dogwood Suite of the University Union.
"The Legal Aspects of Credits
and Collections" is the afternoon's
topic. Moderator is Ted Metcalf
of the Toledo Scale Corporation.
11. Richard Dunlpacc, Louis A.
Sc.hrader, and it. Bernard Woldon,
attorneys, make up the panel.
Wilson I). Sked, vice chairman
of Insurance Advisory Council, is
speaking on "Credit, Customers,
and Insurance."

Interview
Schedule
Nov. II
Shell Oil Co.; interested in accounting and sales.
(Midden Co.; interested in accounting, credit finance, sccre
tarial.
Genera] Telephone Co.; interested in accounting, business trainees, economics, general business,
industrial management, marketing,
sales, mathematics, and physics.
Nov. 12
JoAin Hancock Mutual Life Ins.
Co.; interested in insurance (life,
sales).
Federal Reserve Bank, Cleveland; interested in
accounting
hanking, business trainees, economics, finance, general business,
industrial management, office management, personnel, psychology,
sociology and statistics.
Nov. 11
Kroger Co.; interested in management training program.
Nov. M
Republic Steel; interested in industrial management and production.

Have you heard ol the—

Indoor Sports' Club,
Inc.
An International Clnb for the
Handicapped
Non-Proflt
Non-Polltlcal
Non-Sectarian
The Indoor Sport.' Club dates back
to 1930 when a email group etarled
paiii.i and entertainment tor the
.hut in disabled, Within one rear
this group was 900 and the Idea
grew to get the shut-in OUT. Able
bodied poreoru. GOOD SPORTS.
aided In thi. and won grew to
1300 stretching ont to reach the
hand, of the .hut In. acroei the
land. The chapters grow to ?4 and
aro now spreading more rapidly
throughout the nation with a
present membership of 3500.
We are having lots of rVN. EM
TntTAtNMtKT.
and
OUTDtOS.
Tad should bo with as. You are
invited to attend any meeting and
see tor roaraelf what you have
Our Alms ...
To promote the Welfare and
Happiness of the Disabled of
Our Community.
If you are a good sport, we
need you to assist the disabled.
If you are disabled, we need
your moral support.
Phone Ernie Bishop
54113 or 314*2

Wandering Etudiant' Remembers
Pals And Gals From Trip Abroad
By PAT PATTERSON

By this time, you're no doubt wondering as to exactly what
sort of students composed this gay group.
The catalogue declared: "all applicants must possess a
minimum C plus average and three letters of recommendation."
So much for the rigid requirements. As to personality
... well, here's a few noteworthies.
First Stovle
Bookworm Stevie Dunn. The
ship's bhr, the hotel lounge, the
bus—no matter where—-he could
invaribly be seen slouched in a
chair, legs spread eaglcd with feet
swaying gently in varying directions, book blockcading his face.
Once asked about his insatiable
zeal for knowledge, the Bookworm
explain •(!: "Pluto's Doctrine of
Teleology was correct in its assumption that everything has a
purpose. I, myself have remained a
momentous failure at everything I
have ever tried, save one—the
realms of the mind. This is my purpose!"
(Jllll And Charlie
Then there wss Cliff, and Cliff
had a girl; a girl he got drunk for
every night Cliff had seen her
only six times in the last two years
(the
seventh
she
was
going
steady), and she'd never answeretl
any of his once-a-day letters. Hut
. . . you had to take the long look.
He had a sidekick named Char
lie. Charlie was mature, Charlie
was. And Chnrlie constantly proved it by stationing himself by a
window away front "the beckoning
crowds" where he posed pensively,
pipe in hand.
If you ever asked Charlie a
question while .he was on the
"proving grounds" you could be
certain that an answer would be
forthcoming. That is, after Char
lie the Mature completed his rites
of a
masculine
cough,
large
draught of smoke, then several
well-spaced gruntlings. Then who,
coultl think that Charlie the Ma
ture was not mature?
And "Peanuts"
Another of the contingent was
Pat "Peanuts" O'Malley; he was
attributed the nickname because
of his repeated exclamations of:
"Good grief, Peanuts."
Peanuts quite frequently accounted for his actions by notifying us that he was 20 years oltl
and a vet to boot. But, he was in
the company of youngsters. Therefore, to adjust, he must descend.
Too bad no one ever told him we
graduated from kindergarten some
years ago.
And Matt
Last, but certainly not least,
was Matt. Matt was a human
hyperbole. For exnmple: We were
playing bridge. Matt opened with
one spade. The rest of us did not
hid. The .hand was thrown in. Dick
was his partner and asked to see
his hand. Matt produced a five
card spade suit with a total of
eight points in his hand.
"Mutt, you can'l open on eight
points!"
"Who says?"
"Everyone.
Goren,
Culbertson—."
"I have my own system!"
"You do, huh? Well then Mr.
Expert, would you be so kind as
to relate to us underlings how
you arived at the minimum number of points to be eig.ht. Why not
ten or seven?"
"Surely. Evcrone opens at thirteen. I don't. Why? Because I am
obviously not bound by the schackles which bind you earthings. I
am a non-conformist!"
So much for the boys. As to the
girls, most of them were still in
the stage of "Oh, oh . . . look over
there, and there, and there . . .
gee whiz gang, isn't that a monmon-monstrousity?"
The Girl.
A few notables were: Elaine, a
Texas gal who continually pro

segalls
Across from Music Building

This is a non-profit organixation — It wasn't
meant to be—but you
must remember to bring
your Dry Cleaning here

claimed she was ready for love
and all that, but "jes didn't want
to get branded with all of those
fool ob-ligations and res-pon-sibilities" in the southcrnest southern
drawl ever heard here bouts; Ruthie, a Phi Beta Kappa from the
same state, who was experiencing
her first look-see at the big, big
world and, shore enuf, it wasn't
what she had seen in Mommy and
Daddy's backyard; and Anne, the
introvert who sang and shouted
and jumped here and there, everywhere, creating an extrovertish
air wherever she landed, but really was a wall-flower at heart.
These were the standouts of
the group.
Unfortunately, Vie
Uehts and his henchmen made
bus assignments before leaving
London, and all the above were on
the same bus as Dick and I.
The two Texans almost weren't,
though, as departure time was s
o'clock, and seems we were two
blocks down the street before it
"'as ascertained that they weren't
present. The good Doctor Sickinger, clad in his usual clashing
rolors, said they were sick and
would join us later. Seems some
one said they had seen the culprits at breakfast and looked to be
in perfect .health. We were now
six blocks away.
It took the whines and stomping of SO frantic females to coerce
him into stopping and sending
back for them. 1 volunteered.
Wasn't because I was a helpful
soul thoug.h—I had left my money
belt at the hotel. Learning of this
later, seems the good doctor described Ihe lot of us as "negligent
ninnies from nowhere."
On To Belgium
We crossed the channel in the
late afternoon, and arrived in
Bruge that night. Bruge is a
medieval town near Ghent in
northwestern Belgium. I didn't
get to see nor learn much about
the town because we left early
the next morning, and the night
had bean taken up with the "water
incident."
It all started when the rooms

MUSIC

la Gay Pares
The next day we motored to
Paris. On the way, we stopped at
Amien to sec its world famous
cathedral.
Ironically, we were told that a
large percentage of the French population did not attend church.
Why? There could he many reasons. But perhaps most of the
people had come to feel as I did
when I experienced the church at
Amien and others.
I remember leaving the "sermon in stone" and climbing on
the bus. As it lumbered off, passing the postcard vendors, the
souvenir vendors, the rosary and
medal vendors, the lottery ticket
box, and the monument to Man's
dedication, I had a definite agnostic feeling.

Letter To Editor
To The Editor
Do the methods of teaching used
at this University stimulate the
student to.think creatively?
A few weeks ago, at a meeting;
of the Cobua hour, I directed a
similar question to the members
of the faculty present, asking them
why they couldn't organize their
methods of instruction to challenge more fully the student's
potential creative ability.
Although I admit that the question appeared vague due to the
way it was presented, one professor's comment on the subject
led me to misinterpret, I hope, his
attitude toward my question.
He mentioned that in classroom
relationships between student and
instructor, there was a reciprocation in the learning process. He
also said that he needed to be
motivated
by
an
exceptionally
bright student before he would
challenge that student or any other
student
Whether I interpreted his conclusion correctly is a matter for
debate. Assuming that I did, I
would like to make a few statements in reply.
First of all, I presume that most
instructors are paid to do a job,
teach. Considering human limitations, I would suppose that some
do their job well and some not so
well.
Now the question is, can an instructor do his job well if he
needs to be motivated by an exceptionally bright student?
And by a "bright" student, I
mean a student who usea his

CHURCH

segalls
Across from

were assigned and Dick and I got
a room with twin beds and the
Texans got one with a double bed.
After we unpacked, they asked
us across the street to sample the
Belgian brew. We were there but
five minutes when Ruthie leaped
up and ran out, explaining that she
had forgotten her wallet.
She returned a half hour later.
Six bottles later, we staggered
back to the hotel. As soon as we
hit the front door both of them
made for our room. "Sure are
aggressive—those
belles
from
down south, aren't they. I remember Dick saying.
Trying the door, much to our
egotistical amazement, we found
it locked ind giggles floating from
inside. They had switched rooms.
While I talked to them, Dick
got two buckets and filled them.
They told us to go to bed and behave like good little men with C
plus averages. We said we needed
good night kisses.
The door opened. In went the
water on their beds. Then we picked up their suitcases and were
about to dispose of dresses, slips,
girdles, etc., when the good doctor
arrived on the scene.
He .ttood, arms folded, leaning
against the side of the door. I
stood frozen; one hand holding an
opened suitcase, the other a lacefringed black bra. He said nothing; just targeted his one good
eye upon me. I strained a "wasonly-a-litt'c-game" laugh,-Snd toss
ed the delicate article to Elaine.
It landed atop her head, making
her look like a black longeared
white cat. Censored torrents of
garbled German followed.

thinking and reasoning ability in
a creative manner. I do not mean
a student with a memory alone.)
Using my definition then, I believe an instructor cannot do his
job well unless he can bring to
the surface the brightness in his
students. And, in my opinion, the
majority of the students have a
potential brightness.
Of course if there is no consequence involved in whether he does
his job well or not, I can see why
this passive or defeatist attitude
may exist
I do not direct this letter to the
professor alone, but to the w*ole
faculty. Therefore, this is my challenge to you. Constructive criticisms will be very much appreciated.
Ronald Lancaster
To The Editor:
In the Oct. SI issue of the
NEWS the editor stated that suspension of a student is an "extremely
sorry
and
distasteful
thing" and that those involved
have "feelings."
It seems to me that this is a
very sentimental approach to a
very realistic situation. Isn't it
true that when
an individual
reaches college age he is expected
to assume the privileges as well
as the responsibilities of an adult?
When a student is suspended,
whether It is for a short probationary period or for a year, it is
because be has not accepted the
responsibilities of an adult I believe this to be important enough
to warrant publication of names.
The NEWS publishes the names
of those who are fined in the Student Court Does this mean that
the NEWS feels that parking
tickets are more important than
a student's suspension from the
University?
lynette Patterson
EDITOR'S NOTE

Building

SHOE
SHOP

IN CASE OF ATOMIC
ATTACK—KEEP CALMI
PAY BILLS! Etc.
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Miss Patterson dose not seem to
understand the point ol the editorial.
which woe that the NEWS is striving
to protect those students who are on
probation or suspended from the OniTorsitr tar a short date.
With the students suspended for
longer periods of ante. It I. a diffsrent
matter altogether, and we have stated
our policy in records to publishing
thesr naawe.

Starky Stalks
By Bob Starkweather
Congratulations Falcons! The
heartbreaking losses to Kent State
and Miami would have finished a
lesser team than you. Desire to
win Doyt Terry's 100th victory,
to win the Dad's Day game, to
break the longest losing streak in
your career's here at Bowling
Green, and to prove that you
weren't down and out, was the
difference between a victory and
a loss.
e

Photo

by

Herq*

HAROLD FURCRON dlrw Into ihe •ndion* for Bowling Green ■ (it»i
•cor* of the afternoon. The 186 pound ten tor- halfback found paydlrl two other
timei during the game as ho scored II points.

Photo by Lawless
OPENING CF DAD'S DAY week and was a steak breakfast gWen In honor
of the football leam and their dad ■ In tho Alumni Room of the Union. After the
breakfast, ihe dads assembled In tho Men's Gym to receive numbers correspond
Ing to their BOM football numbers.

Falcons Down Ohio University, 33-6;
Harry Morrill Named Father Of Year
Wind, rain, and an inspired
Ohio University Bobcat squad were
not enough to rob the fighting
Kalrons o.' a 33-6 Dad's Day victory, Saturday.
An estimated 6,000 fans were
on hand as the Falcons received
the opening kickoff. At halftime,
the crowd had dwindled to a mere
100, driven to higher ground by
the driving wind and rain.
The program planned at halftime to honor the Dads had to be
cancelled, as did the presentation
of the "Dad of the Year Award,"
to Mr. Hurry Morrill, father of
center Bob Morrill. Mr. Morrill
was presented the trophy in drier
surroundings lhan those prevail
ing on the field.
Jerry Roberts received the opening kickoff on the BG 25 and moved to the 37 before being stopped.
Twelve plays later, with a third
and three on the OU four, Harold
Furcron went into paydirt on an
end sweep as Bob Ramlow threw
the key block.
Chuck Perry's try for extra
point was blocked, and the Falcons led 6-0.
The entire Falcon line did a
beaut ii'ul job of taking out the
Bobcat secondary as 110 marched
up the field.
Ohio U. could get nowhere and,
after Tour downs, Jim Massarelli
was forced to punt to the BG 20.
With first and ten on his own
20, Jerry Dianiska crashed off left
tackle and scampered 80 yards
into the endzone. Bob Colburn
passed to Ramlow for the PAT,
to give the Falcons a 14-0 lead
with 7:05 remaining in the first
quarter. The run was the longest
of the year for the Falcons.
Shortly after the start of the
second quarter, BG was forced to
punt to the Bobcats. John Dickn8on pulled it in on the 30, but a
clipping penalty on OU gave them
the ball on their own 20.
Again the Bobcats could get no-

Phi Delts, Pikes
In IM Playoffs
Undefeated Phi Delta Theta und
Pi Kappa Alpha have been crowned
league championa in fraternity
football and will playoff this week
for the fraternity championship.
Five other intramural aports are
in progress or are being organized.
In football, the winner of the
fraternity playoff will oppose the
independent champion on Wednesday, Nov. 19. The independents
wind up their season this Friday.
The championship game will be
played under the lights of the
Stadium, with no admission charge.
The Phi Delts will be trying to repeat as last year's all-campus
champion.
In League I of the independent
leagues, the Castoffs and the
Chuckles are battling with identical 4-0 records. The first floor
west wing of Shatael Hall leads
the teams in League II with a 8-0
record. The Red Devils continue to
stop the teams in League III, compiling a 3-0 mark. League IV is
led by the Junior Falcons with a
3-0 record.
In other Intramural news, tho
all-campus wrestling tournarrvnt
begins Thursday and Friday. Archery golf and the all-campus golf
tourney are now in progress. Badminton begins Nov. 17, the same
day entries for weightlifting are
due. Weightlifting begins Nor. 20.
Doug Ganim and Ken Kjoller
are the champions of the allcampus tennis tournament in which
over 60 students participated. Ganim and Kjoller represented Delta
Tau Delta and defeated two independents, Jim Burger and George
Dal ton.

where and were forced to punt.
The center to Massarelli was perfect, but the ball somehow got
away from him r.nd rolled into the
endzone. Harold Furcron fell on it
to give the Falcons another Tl>.
Perry's kick was good this time
and Howling Green led 21-0, with
only a minute and a half gone in
the second period.
Word has been received that Falcon basketball coach. Harold And
erion. Is luted as on* o| 12 nomnloei
lor in. Greater Toledo Athletic Hall
of Fan*.
Six of th. lw.1., will be elected
by Dallou sent In by the public.
Names of Ihe winners will be
engraved on a permanent plaque
which will be placed In the lobby ot
the Toledo Sports Arena. Those to
be honored also will receive permanent Individual awards. Six others will be added lo the "Hall" each
year In the future.
"Andy" Is listed In the 1*41—
present group, (group HI), and Is
named for the national prominence
both the TU and BG basketball
teams have achieved while he was
at Ihe helm.
Also listed In Group III are Bob
Chappuls and Dick Kasmater. form•r All-American grid stars, and Harry Motfllt. golf pro at Heatherdowns
Country Club.
We of the sports staff ask that all
who /•ad this send a postcard castlag a vote foe "Andy" to Hall of
Fame Headquarters. 418 Michigan
St. Toledo. O. Deadline for voting
Is Saturday. Nov. IS. at 12 midnight.
With a fourth und one situation
on the BG 45. OU's Bob Brooks
attempted u lateral. Furcron nab
bed the ball and streuked downfield unmolested. Perry's kick was
no good, and the Falcons had raised their margin to 27-0. The
TD marked the first time this
season that the Bobcats hud been
scored against in the third quarter of a ballgame.
An OU fumble which was recovered by BG center John Valentine on the Bobcat 46 set up the
Falcon's final tally of the afternoon. On third down on the OU
38, Bernie Casey went through the
left side of the line and twisted in
to the endzone. Norm Salminen
attempted to run for the PAT,
but was .'topped, giving the Falcons a 33-0 lead with eight seconds gone in the final period.
OU's lone TD was also set up
by a recovered fumble. With 7:24
left in the game and standing on
the BG 14, OU quarterback CharMAC STANDINGS
Miami (cramploa)
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Western Michigan
Ohio Unlr.
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Toledo
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IT'S FUN TO
TRAVEL . . .
. . . AND
It'* easy to travel when the
details — reservations for
airline, steamship and train
travel; tickets: tours; itineraries: etc.—are handled by

Hayes Travel Agency
A stone's throw from the monument
of Coesmodore Perry
PERRYSBURG. OHIO
The service U free
Phone collect TRlnity 47311

les Stobart spotted Massarelli in
the endzone and threw him a
strike. Stobart's try for the PAT
was stopped and the scoreboard
read BG 33, OU 6.
Tho win not only gave the Falcons a Dad's Day victory, but also
assured BG of third place in the
MAC' and gave coach Doyt Perry
his 100th victory.

Frosh Gridders
Beaten By WM
In their final frame of the reason, ihe Falcon freshmen were
downed U-8 by the Western Michigan frosh.
A cold tiny in Kalamazoo saw
the yearlings piny their worst
offensive game of the year, but
one of their best defensively. Time
after time, vicious tackling by
Howling (ireen caused the Bronco
Frosh to fumble.
Pass interceptions by Arch
Tunnell and Larry hinder also
stopped offensive threats by West
ern. The Bronco defense was
equally tough, holding B(i to only
ill yards rushing.
The fir..t period was a 0-0 deadlock as both teams stood out defensively. BG's hopes were some
what dampened when fullback Hog
Thompson was taken to lEionson
Hospital in Kalamazoo with a
scrverly bruised neck muscle.
Late in the second period, a
Tunnell to Ron Teyichcck pass
connected for 20 yards and a
touchdown. Tunnell then carried
the ball on an option play into the
endzone for two points, giving the
Falcons an 8-0 lead at halftime.
In the third period Western
struck on a long pass but missed
their try for extra point, cutting
BG's lead to H-0 at the end of three
quarters.
In tne fourth frame, a BG drive
was hindered on the 17-yard line
when a clipping penalty set the
ball back to the Falcon 34. With
first and twenty-five, a Tunnell
uerial WIM picked off and returned to the BG 20. Three plays later,
an inspired Western eleven scored on an end sweep and added
two more on the PAT, making the
final score, Bowling Green 8,
Western Michigan 14.
The loss gave the Jim Rhuel
coached team a 3-1-1 season record.

WM Takes
MAC Title
A great Western Michigan team
took four of the first five places
to easily win the 12th Annual
Mid Anieiican Conference Cross
t'ountry Kutt, and defend their
MAC ciu.mpionship successfully,
Saturday morning.
The first four Western finishers.
Art Kvctsole, Jerry Ashmore, Ron
Hopkins, and Dave Redding, along
with Bub Siluil of Miami, who finished third, were able to break the
old four-mile course record of
20:18.4 held by Mel Turner of
Bowling tlreen. Kversole topped
the record breaking quintet with
a time of 19:46, on the cold,
windy course.
In team point totals, Western
with 22 pts. was followed by Miami with Tit! pts., Bowling Green 64
pts., Kent State 1IW pts. and Ohio
U., which finished lust with 116.
The victory enabled the Broncos
to keep their record clean. In
every meet they have entered this
season, they have finished first.
The victorias include wins over
Michigan State, defending Big Ten
('humpinn, and Notre Dame, the
defending National Champion.
Best finisher for the host Falcons was Mel Turner, t'oach Dave
Matthews' number one runner,
who finished ninth. His time of
20:49.5 was some thirty seconds
slower Ulan his best time of the
season.
Dave Armstrong, Larry Dove,
and John Scott finished in eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth places,
and Fred Alberini finished nine
teenth in the thirty-two man field.
Other BG runners to finish but not
figure in the scoring were Ernie
Malzahn, who finished twentyfifth, ind Carl Burns, twentyninth.
The Michiganders, couched by
(ieorgc Dales, showed a powerful
and balanced attack. Of their seven entries, none finished lower
than fifteenth. This showing prompted many of the observers to believe that the Broncos should win
the Central Collegiate meet at
Chicago this week end and be a
strong contender for the National
Championship to be run at East
Lansing on Nov. 24.

IT'S NEW! IT'S EXCLUSIVE!
At Dairy Queen

e

As mentioned earlier, the OU
victory marked Doyt Perry's 100th
victory in 10 yeurs as a head coach.
His record includes j*ix years at
l.orain Clearview (32-9 4), six
yean at Upper Arlington (41-112), and four years at BC.SU (274 4). His total record is now 100
wins, 24 losses, and 10 ties. A very
enviable record, Mr. Perry.
What's happening at Ohio State
this year? Two tie games and a
loss mar their usually perfect

■late,

j Women's Intramurals
Women's volleyball intramurals
began playoffs yesterday, reported
Miss Dorothy I.uedtke, director of
intramural athletics for women.
The teams are divided into two
leagues, tho Monday - Wednesday
League, and the Tuesday-Thursday League.

WI^ On Campus

with
i%§hnjrnan

•^L }r (By 0u Author of "Rally Hound Ihe Flag, Boy$l "and,
"Barefoot Boy with (,'rto*.")

THE CLOTHES VOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN
In this column we take up fashions fur college men, which means
nf course, the Ivy Look.TodayV Ivy look clothes have made a
grcutstriili'forward. Not imlyiln Ihcyltavc thin hipcls, three buttons, narrow trousers, anil a minimum of shoulder |>adding, hut
— now hear this! this year they are actually covmtt with ivyl

This new development, while attractive hcynnd the singing
of it, nevertheless gives rise to certain hazards. For instance,
people keep trying, to plant you on Arbor Day. Indeed, this ia
precisely what happened to two SAK'M of my acquaintance,
Walter li. Gurlaali and Fred Hasp. Before they could protest,
they wen- snatched up. planted, limed, and watered, and today
they ,-upp.ii I a hammock in Cut uud Shout, Vermont..

{eoyle Sty kill* bflwtlfa<toJifo»ifo»
Let us now discuss shirts. Again this year the campus favorite
is the good old Oxford with button-down collar and barrel
cuffs. This is without dotiht an admirable garment, but let me
ask you a question: if you don't wear anything but Oxfords,
what do you do with all the cuff links people have been giving
you for your birthday since you were twelve years oldT
Weil sir, some fellows have their wriata pierced, but what E.
Mackenzie Sigafoos, a Chi Psi of my acquaintance, did was to
take a dozen pairs of his handsome gold monogmmtned cuff
links and string them together in a charin bracelet for his girl,
Jo-Carol Isobar.
(It turned out, incidentally, to he a mistake. In short order
so many admirers accrued to Jo-Carol on account of her gorgeous bracelet that she grew tired of plain old K. Mackenzie,
and one night when she was seated on a bench in Lovers lane
throwing sticks for K. Mackenzie to retrieve, she suddenly,
cruelly, without warning, told him they were through.
"I am heartbroken," said E. Mackenzie, heartbroken. "But
if go you must, give DM back my charm bracelet."
"No, I will keep it," said Jo-Carol.

Slim Jim

"What for?" said K. Mackenzie. "You can't wear it. The
initial- on the cuff links arc all mine—E.M.S."

A 3 Flavor Par fa it Made in a Take-Home
Re-Usable Glass Tumbler

"Ha, he, the joke is on you," said Jo-Carol. "Yesterday I was
voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."
"So?" said E. Mackenzie.
"So," replied Jo-Carol, "K.M.8. does not stand for E. Mackenzie Sigafoos. It stands for Eat More Subgum!"

39c
Foot Long Hot Dogs
Foot Long Coneys
Chicken Sandwiches .

e

Shall we call the fans Saturday
a "fair-weather crowd!" At the
start .tf the game there was an
eatimsted (5,000 in the stands. Then
the rains came, und everyone K at
tered. At one time during halftime we counted 92 in the stands
twelve in the reserved teat section and 80 in the student section.
e e e
One band of loyal fans braved
tho elements and stuck the game
out. The group, between such
songs as "Congratulations To
You," when OU scored, and "Mickey Mouse," made more noiso and
cheered louder than the 0,000 in
the stands during the first half.
• e e
The OU game brought two former Woody Hayes' Ohio State assistants together. Both joined the
OSU staff in 1961 when Hayes
left Miami for the Columbus job.
Perry 'vas the backfield coach and
Bill Hess worked with the Buckeye line.

One OU gridder told us after
the contest that they had worked
all week building a defense around
stopping Bernie Casey. It wasn't
too successful. Casey scored one
of BG's many touchdowns. Maybe
the Bobcats should have worked
more on correcting mistakes in
bloekias*, tackling, and holding on
to the bull.

A broken man, E. Mackenzie today squeezes out a meagre
living as a pendulum in Cleveland. Jo-Carol was killed in a
long war.)

25c
30c
30c

Dairy Queen

But I digress. We were talking about well-dressed men, ond the
one essential for every well-dressed man—and every well-dressed
woman too —is a well-dressed cigarette—neat, compact, flavorful, und correct for work or play, sunshine or shower, repose or
revelry, darkness or light And where doa one liud such a perfect companion? Just go to any tobacco counter and ask for
Philip Morris. Ask for it in long sisc or regular. Ask for it in
soft pack or hard. Rut ask for it; that's the important thing.
Don't just stand there making cryptic gestures at your tobacconist. He may be armed.
eiwsiii !»>■■■■

Near the Campus

PLENTY OF OFF STREET PARKING

That ot you who favor Uteri, try a Alter that will favor
you—Marlboro, made by the makers of Philip Morrie, who
bring you this column throughout the echool year.

College Mile's
Wanted To Be
Guest Editors

News From
Greek World
ALPHA PHI
Alphu Phi wan hostess to Alpha
Tau Omega for a llarn Dance Party Friday. The Phi's will give their
all-campus serenade tonight from
9 to 11 p.m. Tomorrow Alpha Phi
will hold an informal exchange
dinner with Kappa Sigma.
DELTA GAMMA
Delta liiimina held a party
Mid exchange dinner with Phi
Delta Thetn last Wednesday. The
DG'l are planning their annual
Parents' Week End Saturday.
KAPPA DELTA
Kappa Delta held a reception
in the Union Dogwood Suite following the Mclachrino Strings Concert Sunday evening. KD was
hostess for brunch. Tomorrow KD
will hold an exchange dinner with
Tau Kappa Epsllon.
PHI MU
A dinner WUH held in honor of
those who devoted time and effort
In helping Phi Mu with their Homceoming decorations. Honored by
Phi Mu at the dinner Nov. 4 were
Gary Bloomficld, Dean Shappell,
Jerry Jester, Ronald Thomas, Bill
Park, Hill Sehwemer, George Petzniik, and David Titus.
Sunday Phi Mu served as ushers
at the Mclachrino Concert. Phi Mu
held a fuvorite date party Friday.
An exchange dinner will be held
between Phi Mu and Theta Chi

tonight.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Pledgo cluss officers of Tau
Kappa Kpsilon are: A) Kalish,
president; Doug Salmon, vice
president; Hob Hneho, secretarytreasurer; Gene Molnar, social
chairman.
The Tekes were host to Alpha
Camma Delia for a Comic-strip
Character Exchange Party Friday.
A pledge VII auctioned off at this
parly as an additional attraction.
A TKE pledge, wus captured by
the TKE active! ufler a pledge
raid and taken to the Delta Zcta
house and Chi Omega house where
he sang, danced,
and answered
question! about
his chapter's
history while tied up with a leash.
CHI OMEGA
Chi Omega held an exchange
party with Sigma Chi Friday;
much later the same evening the
(hi O's and Phi's had a pajama
party.
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Alpha Camilla Delta held an
exchange dinner with Delta Upsilon Nov. 5| and an exchange p\<rty
with Tau Kappa Epsilon Friday
at the TKK house.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Holding an exchange party Friday were Tliet" Chi and Alpha
Chi Omega. The groups enjoyed
an evening of square dancing
while entertainment by members
of the groups highlighted the program.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Sigma Phi Kpsilon held its annual Haunted House date party
Nov.
1,
in
the
fraternity
bouse from 8 p.m. to midnight.
GAMMA PHI BETA
The Gamma Phi Ho La Founder's
Day Tea was held Sunday, at 2
p.m. in the Alumni Room of the
University Onion. Members of the
Howling Green Alumnae Chapter
were guests.
The Gemma Phi's also had an
exchange dinner with Alpha Chi
Omega and a "Haunted House"
parlj will. Sigma Phi Kpsilon recently.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Pi Kappa Alpha pledges recently elected the following officers; Ken Foster, president; Hart
Hancock, vice-president; Bert Ryder, secretary; Jan Lewis, treasurer; Terry Mizer, reporter; Frank
Allen, social chairman; and Jim
Hitchings, sergeant-at-arms.

Pholoi By Uwl»n
DOING THE GRAND RIGHT and left Ihe arap* Tins twist, and becoming
conluud by Ihe calls, are the Alpha Phi's and Alpha Tau Omtqa al their Barn
done* In th» Ohio Suit* of Ih. Union. Friday night.

Meanwhile On The
Midwest 'Campi...
By THELMA MADDEN

DADS' DAYS are not peculiar to Bowline; Green, for
Ohio University in Athens, and Dennison University in Granville, both planned special days recently in honor of that man
who helps to put us through college.
THE EDITOR and two publishers of Ohio University's
humor magazine, The Green Goat, will RO before a grand jury
tomorrow to answer charges of old fashioned political ralley was

publishing a "magazine contain
ing lewd, lascivious and obscene
article*, photographs and draw
Inge." The issue referred to is the
October, 1968, edition.

FOURTEEN STUDENTS from
Otterbein College, WeBtervllle,
were recently named to "Who's
Who MI American Colleges." Selection is bused on contribution to
the campus community, scholar
ship, and personality. Four juniors and Hi seniors were chosen.
THE UNIVKRSITY of Hinneso
ta has established a scholarship
plan for fraternities through its
Interfrateriiity t'ouneil, said the
University's student newspaper.
The scholarship record of each
man going through rush will he
examined and then assigned a pre
diction >i' positive or negative.
The positive means that he is expeeled to maintain at least a 2.0
during his pledging semester. Pled'
gel with a negative prediction are
then given advice and assistance
by Hie Scholarship Committee of
ll'C. If a pledge with a negative
prediction does not maintain a
8.0, be is automatically dropped
from the fraternity until he does.
Fraternities who do not maintain
a 8*0 average, will have all mem
hers on secial probation until this
average il maintained.
QUEEN FKKDKUIKA of Greece
and Princess Sophie visited the
University of Chicago last week.
THE MIAMI STUDKNT, student newspaper of Miami University, devoted a number of pages
to "a humor spree" lately, mark
ing "a something new" in college

newspapers,
AND LAST but not least, an

US E. Wooster St.

Some Call Them Fashion
By HARRIET PETEHS

What are these thing's called tights? Some individuals
call this method of lejr coverage of nylon, cotton knitt, or
wool stylish. Others call this
collegiate fad madness. Some
say it takes a lot of nerve or no
brains to wear the.se tights which
are color-coordinated with the eo
ed's favorite outfit, which is designed to attract the eye of the
professor.
Certain obnoxious male students
have actually laughed out loud
in public when they spotted a
Sweet, adorable female dressed in
this fashion copied from the mo
dels in the 19.18 college issue of
Mademoiselle magazine.
Tights come in new space-age
hues w.hich are color-mated to ev
cry mood, personality, and activity. There is Jet Pink for the fast
worker; and for the girl who is
passionately in love with, engaged
to, or wearing the wing of an Air
Force ROTC cadet, the color is
Stratosphere Blue. Cosmic Red
is becoming for girls who wish to
bring out the red highlights in
their eye*, Pluto Black may be

worn when the coed's pin mate
leaves her for an eskimo. Kor the
girl who i* always dreaming she
is a bride in her tights, Venus
White is Ihe color.
Actual advantages to the tightwearer were in the designer's
mind when they were created.
Most important, the tights serve to
cover up talooeil legs when cireuses are out of season, ltrown or
Mack H;.;liN act as camouflage
when running through Sherwood
Korcst. Tights of any color pro
tect the skin from moonburn and
other such celestial dangers. Red
or white tights worn in the evening serve as guide posts for airplanes flying low over campus.
Tights of various designs of plaids,
stripes, polka squares, and palm
trees are worn when the coed is
confused.

KAPPA MU SPONSORS LECTURE
Kappa Mu Epsilon, national
mathematics honorary, will sponsor a lecture by Kenneth
E. K i s s e 11, physicist astronomer at 8 p.m. in 140 Overman Hall. Kissell will lecture on
"Some Applications of Mathematics to the Tracking of Satellites."
Kissell at present is working as
a physicist - astronomer with the
Applied Mathematics Branch of
the Wright Air Development Cente.-, Wright-Patterson Air Force
H;i'.-. He has had extensive study
in the field of astronomy and space
flight.
The public is invited.
BOOKS AND COFTEE DISCUSS
A study entitled, "Natural Superiority of Women," by Ashley
Montague, will be the topic of
discussion at the Books and Coffee
hour Thursday in the Historical
Room of the Union from 3:30 to
5 p.m.
Rosemary Diels will moderate
tile discussion.

includes two movies, "Be Your
Age," which concerns heart trouble, and "The Eighth W.,nder,"
which shows the natural beauty
of Rock City on Lookout Mt.,
Tenn.
Refreshments will be served.
PHILOSOPHY DISCUSSION
The Philosophy discussion hour
will be held at 7 p.m. tomorrow in
Ihe Ohio River Room of the University Union.
The discussion topic will be Karl
Marx
Any interested faculty members
or students are invited to attend.
They need not have a philosophy
background, Nick DelCalzo, chairman, stressed.
CIRCULO HISPANICO TO MEET
El Circulo llispanico will meet
on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Studio
B of the Practical Arts Bldg.
Shirley Zafirau will speak on her
trip lo the Dominican Republic. A
social hour and refreshments will
follow.
BETA ALPHA PSI HELPS

CCF TO HEAR PASTOR SPEAK
The Rev. John Balyo, pastor of
the Cleveland Cedar Hill Baptist
Church, will be guest speaker at
the Campus Christian Fellowship
meeting Friday at 6:80 in the
Wayne and Harrison Rooms in .h.'
Union, according to Ron Oglesboe,
president.
CHANNING MURRAY CLUB
The Rev. Waldcmar Argrow of
the Toledo Unitarian Church will
speak at 3:110 tomorrow afternoon
to the Channing-Murray Club and
other interested people in the Perry
and Croghan Rooms of the Union.
MATINEE DRAMA GROUP MEETS
Matinee, the newly organized
drama discussion group, will hold
its third meeting today from 3:30
to 6 p.m. in the Capual Room of
the Union.
Today's topic of discussion will
be "Great Actors of the Past."
TRI BETA INITIATION
A traditional initiation ceremony
will be the highlight tomorrow
evening at the Beta Beta Beta,
national biology honorary, meeting
in 300 Moselcy Hall. Anna Mitchell, president, will preside.
Both provisional and active members will be accepted, these individuals having received a written
invitation to join the honorary.
Ruth Baumann is the membership
committee chairman.
The program for the evening

Beta Alpha Psi. the professional
accounting honorary, sponsors a
help session this afternoon and
every Tuesday in 400 Administration Bldg. The session begins at
8:80 for all accounting students
who desire tutoring help. Tim Ross
is in charge of the sessions.
ACE WORK SESSION
Members of the Association for
Childhood Education will meet
Thursday to muko favors for the
organization's annual Thanksgiving party for Bowling Green
children. The work session will be
held in the Rec Hall of the Administration Bldg.. and will begin
at 6:30 p.m.
Persons interested in joining
ACM are cordially invited lo attend. All jicrsons attending are
asked to bring crayons and scissors, if possible.
Members who haven't paid their
dues may do so at this nieeling,
also.
UCF MARRIED COUPLES GROUP
"Marriage Customs in Africa,"
will be the topic presented by
Chuck Smith to the United Christian Fellowship Married Couples
Group. The program will be presented in the Historical Suit-' of
the University Union 5:30 p.m.,
Sunday.
Refreshments will be served to
the group in the UCF house following the program.

Remember, everyone laughed
when Rumanian Army surplus
(Uncing shoes first came out on
the market.

We're Just 17 short
miles from Bowling
Green on U.S. Rt 25

Panhellenic Defines
Formal Rush Rules

Carol Toth was recently elected
president of Mooney Hall. Serving with her as dormitory officers
are Kdwinn Fink, first vicepn>i
dent; tlini Horton, .second vicepresident; Jackie Walker, secretary, and Ceorgia Kneppeth, treasurer.
Mooney Hall had an exchange
dinner with Shatzel Hall recently.
Rodgers Quadrangle held an
open house Saturday, following
the HC-Ohio University game.

Members of the Pan-hellenic
Council will visit women's dormi
tories Saturday to explain the sorority
Open
House
program.
Sorority Open Houses will be held
from 6 to 8 p.m., Nov. 21.
All girls interested in learning
more about sorority life are
urged to sign up at their corridor
meetings so that they may participate in the Open Houses, which
are a part of formal rushing.

H EATON PARK
TRAILER SALES. INC.
4346 S. Detroit Ave.
Toledo 14. Ohio
Phone EVrrgreen 2-3372

College
Laundromat
115 E. Court St.

Robert's Fine Foods, Inc.
112 E. Washington

Family Style Sunday
Dinners

w

The
Wooster Shop

Tights Cause Chuckles/

Mooney Heads
Named Recently

Wear your
University Colors
MITTENS. SCAHFS
SOCK CAPS And
CUDDLE CAPS
On Sol* At

held recently at the University
of Akron to urge the students to
get to tin1 polls and vote.

"Mademoiselle," popular women's magazine, is currently sponsoring two contests for college
women. The first contest, which
ends midnight Nov. 30, is the magazine's annual College Board
competition.
Undergraduates submit writings,
drawings, paintings, or designs.
Those who are selected to be Col
lege Board Members act as representatives from their college and
do two assignments for "Mademoiselle." Ann Blackmar and Kasi
Middleton from Bowling Green
served on Ihe Board last year.
The 20 best College Members will be taken to New York
to serve a month on the magazine
staff with pay as a Cuest Editor
in June 1II&0.
The second contest currently
being sponsored by "Mademoiselle," is a College Fiction Contest,
the deadline for which is midnigh'
March 1, l»nU.
Two winners will receive $500
each for rights to their stories and
publication
in
"Mademoiselle."
Two runners-up will receive honor
able mention. The magazine resarvei the right to buy the work
at regular rates.
The Winners anil honorable mentions will be announced in the
August lltall Lssue.
Individuals may obtain eligibili
ty and application particulars by
consulting dormitory bulletin
boards. Additional information will
be available at the English and
journalism departmental offices.

Clubs And Meetings

Steak—Chops—Sea Food

For 1 Stop Service
LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANING
SHIRTS AND
PANTS FINISHED
ZIPPER AND
SHOE REPAIR

OUR DISTINGUISHED
MADISON TOPCOAT
College Hall now tailors the topcoat along classic
natural lines. Every detail is traditional: the fly
front, the distinctive set-in welt sleeves, the slim
lines, the natural shoulder. Its fabric . . . worsted
cheviot. . . has long been a continental favorite.
For you who demand complete fasliion authenticity, the Madison is the "natural" topcoat choice.

From $39.95
Lay-A-Way or Charge

Fancy Sandwiches

For Pickup and
Delivery

A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family

Call Clyde Enderle
486
Any Day at Noon
or
Paul Enderle
481

Call 30801
For Reservation

Always Ample
Free Parking

•Bowling (JKcr. 'Van Wtrt

Drill Team Queen
To Represent Unit
The Penning- Rifles of the University AROTC will choose ■
queen to reign over the corps for
the year. She will be selected by
members of Penning Rifles from
pictures submitted by sororities,
women's residence halls, and any
member of Penning Rifles who
wishes to submit an entry.
The queen will assume the rank
of Honorary Captain and attend
all functions of the
PenningRifles. She will have a specially
made uniform and will be saluted
by all cadets.
The queen from Bowling Green
will compete in a regimental contest consisting of seventeen other
colleges. The girl winning the regimental contest then will compete
for national honon.

Benstock States
Pressure Of MID-TERM Exams
Orchestra Plans
Five concerts have been scheduled this season by the University Chamber Orchestra, under the
direction of Seymour Benstock.
The first will feature Mozart's
"Concerto in E flat for Two Pianos," with soloists Robert Chapman and James Paul Kennedy.
The event will be held at 8:15
p.m., Nov. 23, in the Recital Hall
of the Hall of Music.
Included in the orchestra's program for the year are: a winter
concert on Jan. 11, with Myron
Bloom, soloist; a children's concert for the public schools on
March 6; a "Pops" concert on
March 7; and the spring concert
on May 17.

Calendar Of Events
Tustduy

November tl

I a.m. 12:30 p.m. The Equitable Society Cotlmm
C«p»lal loom. p.U.
II cm. IO noon UAO Recruitment Commit!.. Meenna
»erry Room. U.U.
11 a.m. IO noon N.wn-.on R.liqion Class (Upperclass)
River Room. U.U.
II a.m. IO noon N.wman R.liqion ClaM (Freshmen) Warn, and Harrison Room*. U.U.
1:00- 3:00 p.m. Luthoraa siud.nl Association. R.liqion Class
. Warns Rsoos. U.U.
1:10- 1:00 p-Bs. REW MSSBBB
- Wayne Room. U.U.
3:30- 9:30 p.m. Crsdil Manuqsm.nl Conlerenc
Grand Ballroom, U.U.
3:30- 3:00 p.m faculty Council Msslinq
Board Room. Ad. Ild..
3:30- 3:00 p.m -Matinee- Coll.. Hour
Capital Room. U.U.
4:30- 5:20 p.m. CCF Prayer Ms.tlnq
Riqet Anls Room. Proul Chapel
1:00- 7:30 p.m. Army ROTC Pershlnq Rill" Drill
Womeoe Gym
Sill- 7llS p.m. N.wman R.liqion Class irro.hro.nl
River Room. U.U.
7:00-11:00 p.m. University Thsalrs Rshsarsal I'Cralg'. Wi(.)
Main Aud.
7:00 11:00 p.m. Unir.r.ilr Theatre Rohoaisal
Oats Theatre
1:00-10:30 p.m. Campus Wives Msertnq
. .
Psrry aad Croqhan Room. U.U.
1:00-11:00 p.m. Alpha Phi All Campus Ssronads
Rssldsnco Halls
10:00-11:00 p.m. Phi Dolta Th.ta Swoothsarl Serenade
Tr.ad.ur Hall
Wsdnssdar. November It
7:30- 7:30 a.m. CCr Pray.r Msslinq
Rlqlil Anls Room. Proul Chapsl
• a si. 12:30 p.m. Ths Equllabls Socisir Conlsronc.
Warns Room. U.U.
3:X- 4:13 p.m. UCr Chapsl Sorrtco
Proul Chapsl
Alumni Room. U.U.
3:30- >:00 p.m. "Cebiu" Hour
Ferry a«d Croqhan Room. U.U.
3:30- 3:00 p.m. Channinq Murray Club Meelinq
4:30- 3:00 p.m. Womsn's Gol| Club MeeUnf
100 Womsn's lldq.
Rlqkl Ants Room. Proul Chapsl
4.10 3:00 p.m. CCF M.eti.iq
5 00- 7:00 p.m. Alpha Chi Om.qa. D.lta Upsllon Enchanq. Dinner Rsspsctlvs Housss
Respect].. Rousos
3:00- 7:00 p.m. D.lla Gamma. Slqma Chi Exchanqo Dinn.l
Kappa
Dslla.
Tau
Kappa
Epsllon
Exchanq.
Dinn.r Rsspsctlrs Housss
3:15- 7:00 p.m.
Nalaloriu
6:00-10:00 p.m. Swan Club Msstinq
Harrison Room. U.U.
1:00- 7:30 p.m. UAO Board of Dirsctors Moottnq
Whit. Da-sfood. U.U.
Dslla Kappa Gamma Dinn.r
• :IS p.m.
4*0
Moeeley
Hall
1:30- 8:00 p.m. Child W.llar. Class—nims
Capital Room, U.U.
0:30- 7:30 p.m Circl. K Club Msstina
Taft Room. U.U.
1:45- 3:00 p.m. Sscrslarial Club Meeting
Rlvor Room. U.U.
7:00- 0:00 p.m. Philosophy Discussion Group
Wayn. Room. U.U.
7:00- 3:00 p.m. Bsta Bsla Bsla Ms.tlnq
104 Practical Ails Bldq.
7:00 9:00 p.m. Homo Economic. Club Msslinq
Showinq ol BG-Ohlo U. Football Films
Orand Ballroom. U.U.
7:00 p.m.
Rsc Hall
7:00 1:30 p.m. Socloloqy Club Mosttnq
R.cllal Hall
7:00 10:00 p.m. Faculty R.cital. loisph Hlmmol
Main Aud.
7 00 11:00 p.m. University Thsatrs Rshsarsal ("Cralq's Wlfo")
Gats Thsatrs
7:00-11:00 p.m UnlTsrslly Thsatrs Rshsarsal
Thursday. Novsmbsr II
CCF Praysr Msslinq
Rlqkl Ant* Room. PlOBI Chapsl
7:30- 7:50
• a.m.-12:30 p.ni. Ths Equllabls Society Con|oroacs _
WartM Room. U.U.
3:00 5:00 p.m. LSA Collso Hour
RlTor Room. U.U.
3:30- 4:30 p.m. UCF Rsliqious Mooltnq
....
Wayn. Room. U.U.
Psrry. Croqhan. Harrison Rooms. U.U.
3:30- 5:00 p.m. Boohs and Collso Hour
Rlqhl Anls Room. Proot Chapsl
4:30- 5:00 p.m. CCF Msslinq
105 Ad. Bldq.
1:15- 7:15 p.m. Nswman Club Inquiry Class
Proul Chapsl
>:15- 7:30 p.m. Chrntian Scioncs Orqaniiation M..tinq
Psrry. Croqhan Room. U.U.
7:00- 1:00 p.m. Alpha Phi Alpha Msslinq
7:00- 1:00 p.m. WRA—Loqlslallvo Board Msstinq
Rlvor Room. U.U.
7:0011:00 p.m. Association o| Childhood Education Msslinq
Elementary Gym
Gats Thsalrs
7:00-11:00 p.m. Univorsily Ih.alr. Rshsarsal
Main Aud.
7:00-11:00 p.m. University Thsalrs Rshsarsal ("Cralq's Wlfs")
7:30- 1:30 p.m. El Circulo Hlspanlco Msslinq
Sludlo R. PA Bldq.
Proul Chapsl
7.30- 9:00 p.m. LSA Choir Rshsarsal
10:00 11:00 p.m M1RHC Ms.tlnq (Man's Inlsr-rosldsnco
Hall CouncU)
Historical Salts. U.U.
Friday. November 14
Rlqhl Anls Room. Proul Chapsl
7:10- 7:50 a.m. CCF Praysr Meeting
OSEA Tsachlnq Career Day
Grand Ballroom.
3 a.m. 3:30 p.
Ways. Room. U.U.
9 a.m.-12:30 pjn. Tho Equilublo Soclsty Con|sroncs
Rssldsnl Msslinq
Whit. Doqweed. U.U.
11 a.m. to noon Counselor and
id Hsad
Ho
Rlqhl Ants Room, Proul Chapsl
4:30- 3:00 p.m. CCr Mssttnq
Womsn's Gym
6:00- 7:30 p.m. Army ROTC Porshlnq Bill.. Dstll
Wayno. Harrison Rooms. U.U.
1:00 9:00 p.m. Campus Christian Fsllowshkp Ms.tmq
Doqwood Rooms. U.U.
AWS Lsadsrship Danqu.t
7:00 p.m.
Proul Chapel
7:00- 9:00 p.m. Isvrlsh Conqroqatton
7:00- 9:00 p.m. Alpha Chi Omoqa—Slqma Alpha EpsUon
IAI House
Exchanqo Parly
Main And.
7:00 11:00 p.m. University Thsalrs Rshsarsal ( "Cralq's Wlfs")
Gat. Theatre
7:00-11:00 p.m. University Thoatro Rohorasal
Grand Ballroom. U.U.
1:30-10:30 p.m. '59 rail r.alur. Gl.nn Miller Concert
Saturday, November 13
fine Arts Bldq.
All Day
Student All Exhibit
Roportinq o| Midterm Grades
Womsn's Gym
7:30 a.m. 3:00 p.m. Cheerleadlnq Clinic lor Hlqh lehools
Mala Aud.
9 a.m.- 5 p.m. University Theatre Rehearsal ("Cralq's Wlfs")
Ohio Suite. U.U.
Noon- 1:30 p.m. PEM Club Msslinq
„ .
Ballroom. U.U.
6 p.m. Midnight Delia Gamma Parents' Day ._
_.
Main And.
7:00 p.m.
Campus Movie Student Prince." "rish Talee'
Doqwood Suite, U.U.
1:10 p.m. Midniqhl Phi Kappa Tau Dream Girl Dance
Sunday. November It
10:30 a.m. noon Gamma Delia Student Worship Service)
Prout Chapel
Main And.
1:00- 1:00 p.m. Univorsily Theatre Rehearsal ("Cralq'. Wife")
Wayne Room. U.U.
4:00- 1:00 p.m. REW Week Meelinq
.
White Doqwood Room. U.U.
5:00- 1:30 p.m. REW Dinner
P.rry. Croqhan. Harrison Rooms. U.U.
5:00- 7:10 p.m. UCF Marled Couples Me.tisq
Alumni Room, U.U.
5.45- 1:00 p.m. UCF Proqram
Pink Doqwood Room, U.U.
1:00- 7:45 p.m. UCF Discussion Groups
. ._ Wayne Roeen, U.U.
7:00- 9:00 p.m. Channinq-Murray Meelinq
Faculty Recital. Music Depl.. Warren Allen
Recital And. Music Bldq.
9:13 p.m.
Monday. November IT
REW lnler Rellqlous Council
.
Union (AD Rooms)
All Day
Proul Chapel
7:15- 9:15 a.m. UCF Mc.-nlnq chapel Service
Rlqkl Ante Room. Prout Chape]
7:30- 7:30 a.m. CCF Prayer Meelinq
10:00 11:00 a.m. Education Sessions (409)
Is* Hall
.
White Doqwood Room. U.U.
12:13- 1:30 p.m. REW Luncheon
3:30- 3:00 p.m. Enqllsh Dspt. Meelinq
Snqttsh Depl.
. Taft Room, U.U.
4:00- 5:00 p.m. Panhellenic Council Meenna
.
Riant Ant* Reese, Prout Chapel
4:30- 3:00 p.m. CCF Meelinq
6:00 10:00 p.m. Swan Club Meelinq
rtatatorium
Main And.
1.00-11:00 p.m. University Thsatrs Dross Rshsarsal
"Cralq-s Wl|e"
Perry. Croqhan. Harrison Rooms. U.U.
1:10- 7:10 p.m. Sailing Club Ms.luiq
400 and 401 Ad. Bldq.
1:30- 1:10 p.m. AWS Judicial Board
1:30- 1:30 p.m. IFC Executive and Committee Meelinq
. .
Capital Room. U.U.
.
Capital Room. U.U.
1:30- 1:30 p.m. Pro Law Club Msstinq
Oats Thoatro
7:00-11:00 p.m. Unlvstnity Theatre Rehearsal

Distrupts Pattern Of Campus Life
By LABHY COrTMAN

"Between the fall and the winter, when the panic begins
to lower, comes a pause in the social whirl, that is known as
the MID-TERM hour."
With all due respect to William Wadsworth Long-fellow,
this parody and its resultant effects is most evident about this
time each year at the University.
I became interested in learning; thought it might be a late practice.

lounge to sit in on the proceed
ings. Being the first to arrive, I
pulled up a section of floor and
Wilted. Not two minutes later,
the strangest looking group I have
ever seen began to assemble.
As they filed by, I noted with
interest tlieir collective physical
characteristics.
I
saw
fingers.
■tallied beyond recognition with
nicotine; beards, that wouM have
looked more in place at the end
of a broomhandle; and eyes with
hags under them the size of baby
footlorkers.

the various aspects of this dreaded period quite by chance. I.n-l
evening, w.hile returning from a
"Back O'Neill in '66" meeting,
(held in a telephone booth in the
Union) I stopped by TO's Campus
Corner to make a small purchase.

On approaching, I saw to my surprise that it was not the football
team but the entire ROTC corps,
600 strong, practicing for their
MID-TERM exam in the applied
arts of the hand salute.
Over To Founders

Tho Ultimatum

Stocklnq Op

Suddenly remembering thnt 1
did not have a date for the fol
lowing night, 1 decided on a quick
sojourn to Founders before return
ing to Rodgers. It wa.s now ;i 115
p.m. I skipped up the front Itapl
nnd prepared to fight my way
through the mob that is ever-pre
sent about this time each night,
but, there was no one. This was
conclusive proof that tilings were
not normal!

Minutes later, the counselor began to speak in a barely audible
voice. "All right, men, the reason
we called a meeting tonight is
Ihis. We've got to start hitting
those books! MIDTERMS are
here!"

Within the span of three minutes, four trailer trucks loaded
with ulue hooks pulled up and
their contents were deposited in
the stockroom, 327 cartons of NoDoz pills were shelved by the store
attendants, and a quick inventory
was taken that revealed 1,845 dif
ferent brands of cigarettes on
hand.
Being duly impressed by this,
I inquired simply of the manager,
"Hey, Mac, what are you prepar
ing for, a convention of sleepy,
chainsmoking, bluebook readers?"
"MID-TERMS," he replied with
a mercenary inflection in his voice.
Further Purault
As an extra-curricular activi
tics major, I had had little contact with his thing called "MIDTERMS" and decided to pursue
it furthc*.
Since it was early, I dropped
by the Nest for a bit of socializing.
After two and one half hours of
conversing alternately with the
cashier, custodian, and myself, I
decided that this thing must really
be something big.
Stepping out the front door of
the Union, I noticed that the lights
were on in the Stadium and

Once inside, I approached the
desk and waited for the receptionist to appear. And I waited. Kinal
ly, a stem looking lady entered
from the room behind the counter.
Her words were to the point.
"Young man, the girls are required to be at the study table
a minimum of 2.'t hours a day for
the entire week end. I'lense leave!"
she BsUd
Seriously doubting the validity
of this statement. I slunk from
the building. Outside, two SicBrfl members were busily engirt
ed in nanging a sign which read,
"Sic-SIr Sep.—Maul ThoM MIDTERMS."
Home Again
Arriving back at the Quad jut-t
in time for the scheduled corridor
meeting, 1 headed for the corner

Forty five men fainted.
Stepping
bodies,

I

gingerly

reached

among

the

door

the
ami

35 AFROTC Cadets
Observe SAC Base;
Operations Explained
Thirty five Air Force ROTC cad.'ts returned Friday evening: from
a two-day observation of Little
Rock Air itase, one of the newest
Strategic Air Command bases in
the U.S.
The cadets, accompanied by
Capt John V. Strohlc, assistant
professor of nir science, departed
from Toledo in a C 123 Chase Avitruc Military Transport.
Briafinip were set up at the
base to demonstrate base operations,
fire-fighting:
and
crash
equipment, the flight lino, sentry
dogVt the officers' club, and other
feature.; of the base. A few T ....
jet indoctrination flight! were al10 provided for a number of the

cadets.
The group flew back to Toledo
in a C-193 Assault Transport. During the flight*, the cadets observed actual operations aboard the
plane.
The purpose of the operation
was to put into practice the training received in the classrooms.

headed down the long, dark corridor. I thought of the events of the
evening as I walked, then stopped
and unlocked the door to my room.
On Mitering, I went straight to
my typewriter and started pecking
away. "Between the fall anil the
winter, when the panic begins to
lower, comes a pause in the . . . ."

BG-OU Recap Films
To Be Run Tomorrow
Motion pictures of the Bowling
(•Veen-Ohio University game will
be shown in the Grand Ballroom
of the Union tomorrow at 7 p.m.

Classified

CONVERTIBLE
TOPS
Auto Tops
Replaced and Repaired
Also

Furniture Upholstery

Hoffsis Top and
Upholstering
U.S. 25 at Kramer Road

Cmlomirr. wuntttd. HO •X[>*n«nc* noc-.

Phono 30104

ueiry. S«quir«.

GET SATISFYING FLAVOR...

So fiiendly to your taste!
No flat filtered-out"flavor!
No dry ,ssmoked-o--+'l'*ne*o|

STUDENT *
• SPECIAL
On Christmas Card Orders
Placed Before November 20

20% DISCOUNT
EXCLUSIVE SELECTION
Chapel Art — Pickwick — Masterpiece

Republican Press
134 East Wooater

Bowling Gr-au, Ohio

Phone 5721

See how
Pall Moll's
famous length
of fine tobacco
travels and
gentles the smoke
—makes it mild —
but does not
filter out that
satisfying flavor!

HERE'S WHY SMOKE TRAVELED* THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

IXxi get M Mots fcmou. length of
th. f«l robocco. monoy con boy

Q Rj« Mo* Ibmou. mngrh travel. Q Travels, it over, under, around and
Ci and orjntnM rh. em*, <&x&_ O through Wl Mo-.tswrobocccrtl

Outstanding-, and they are Mild!
Product of Jnib JVmauean, tJovaee&<xrrru%a*W' — UovZuoto- it our middle nome

Peace Now Reigns!
Campus Directories
Are Actually Here

Set Building Revealed
As Major Production

By CAROL BREDDER

It was Thursday afternoon
and all through the campus,
not much was going on. The
"Nest rats" were all tucked
happily away in some smokey
corner, as those of a higher
intellect scurried to some dusty
corner, to munch on a book. When
all through the hallowed halls

By NIQUE POTHIEB

The lights dim, the curtain is rained, and the stage set
is illuminated by amber lights.
Members of the audience may or may not give the set
a glance before they concentrate on the actors and the play itself. However, the set is more than a mere combination of
canvass, wood and nails.
Prof. John Hepler, who ha«
nerved its net designer at the University for the past ton years,
HHIII people don't realize the am
ount of backstage work and preparation necessary to produce a
show.
Two lo three weeks of research
and design is the first Step before
inUring the construction stage.
The research, which is different
for every production, requires the
understanding of architecture, color, period style and previous presentations.
According to him, more
than MO students work on each
production, each student spending
30 to 40 hours doing varied tasks.
Depending on the type of play,
anywhere from 100 to :t&0 feet
of scenery has to he newly constructed or washed and recondi
tion. More than 10 pieces of lighting equipment and 50,000 waits
of illumination are necessary for
one production. These are the
facts, Professor Hepler said, which
are never realized.
No stage set can lie classified
as easy or difficult—they all have
unicine problems, Limitation factors, those of budget, time, and
equipment, cause the most concern.
"Set construction is no longer
a job only for men." Hepler said.
"Some women are as skilled and
efficient as men. Some even surpass the men."
Students who work on crews
usually do so because of the educational values and because it is
fun.
"Students learn to appreciate all
problems in nil fields if they are
experienced in all phases of hackstage work," Hepler slated. "An
actor becomes a better actor if
he understands these difficulties."
Professor Hepler stated, that, al
though it is rarely that there aren't
enoug.i crew members, the occasion does arise. "At one lime, for
instance, crew member! brought
theil friends to help out. Those
friends stayed."
"Ingenuity and curiosity adil to
experimentation
in
backstage
work." Hepler said. "We are always trying to use 'gadgcHypc'
tools for unique jobs."
"Painting techniques," he con
tinned, "are always adaptable to
experimentation." An old plaster
effect, for instance, can be created by painting with mops and dry
pigment.
Hepler encourages members of
the audience to go backstage after
a play if they are curious about
the set construction. "Hy seeing
the set of a play from behind the
curtain, a person can bettor understand what is embodied in a production," he said.
Crew members demand no applause. Their only goal is pride in
a production well done, free from
technical flaws, and the sense of
accomplishment.

Drawing Display
Planned Nov.15
An exhibit of drawings and
prints by Clay Walker of Oberlin
College will be on display, Nov. IB
through 30, in the Art Bldg. Auditorium. Walker is bringing this
exhibit from n previous exhibition
at the Toledo Museum of Art.

there was a rustling—it couldn't
be, oh but it is, the student directories were out—SIGH!

NS Foundation
To Aid Students
The National Science Foundation has announced that it plans
to award approximately 1,000 graduate and 200 postdoctoral fellowships for scientific study during the 1059-1960 academic year.
Fellowships will be awarded in
the mathematical, physical, medical, oiological, and engineering
sciences, including anthropology,
psychology, and some .social studies such as geography, economics,
experimental sociology and the
history and philosophy of science.
Graduate fellowships are available to those working toward the
master's or doctoral degrees. College seniors who expect to receive
a baccalaureate degree this spring
are eligible to apply. These fellowships are open only to citizens of
the United States and are awarded sobly on the basis of ability.
All ipplicants for the.se awards
will he required to take nn exa
mination to test scientific aptitude
and achievement. This examination will be given Jan. 10, 1959,
at designated centers throughout
the United States.
The annual stipends for graduate Fellows are as follows: $1,K00
for the first year; $2,000 for the
Intern, diatc year; and $2,200 for
the terminal year. The annual sti
pend for post-doctoral Fellows is
$4,600. Tuition, laboratory fees
and limited travel allowances will
also be provided.
Further information may he obtained from the Fellowship Office,
National Academy of Sciences Nntion.il Research Council, 201 Const itutio.i Avenue, N.W., Washington 25, D.C. The deadline for applications for postdoctoral fellowships is Dec, 22, 1988, and for
graduate fellowships, Jan, 5, 1959.

Bunnie Yunis To Sing
The Carnation Room will feature
singer Bunnie Yunis and the band
of Jim Fluke and his llusboys
Friday and Saturday. Dancing will
be from 9 p.m. to midnight, and
the floor show will be at 10:30.

T.he campus telephone operators
couldn't believe it—"You mean
to say the residents of Rodgers
Quad won't be calling any longer
to ask for the Founders' number?"

Photo by LawlMi

"A BIG SUCCESS" was th« tit]* acclaUnod lo Itw Vanity Club iponsorad
Varloly Show hold Saturday night In the main auditorium. An ooumatod 2.000
portons attondod tho two ahows hold at 7:30 and I pan. "Bring Back Tho Good
Ol' Days" foaturod 10 campus acts ranging from comody, to musician*, to dancors,
to slngors. Bpoclal offsets of lighting, costumss. and sconory botpod to gt*o tho
show a profssslonal ton*. Pal Rodgors and Ron O'Loary woro co-dlroctora with
Dr. Donald C. Klocknor, chairman of tho spooch dopartmont acting as advisor.
Horo, Ron O'Loary Ihroatons lo drop a chair an Tholma Maddon's hoad during
tholr skit sniL.^d. "Joalousy."

News From Professors' Realm
LONGWORTH IS CONSULTANT
Dr. Donald Longworth, professor
and chairman of sociology at tho
University, has been invited to
serve as consultant for two area
meetings in November.
Dr. Longworth will be advisor
at a Family Life Education Conference sponsored by the Lorain
Community Welfare Council this
evening. He has also been asked
to serve as consultant to the Delta
Public Schools Nov. 19 for tho
purpose of revising and strengthening the curriculum relative to
family living education.
OGLEVEE VISITS OSO
Dr. John F. Oglevce, assistant
professor of history, was a participant last week in Columbus of
a two-day Medieval Conference
sponsored by the Medieval Club
of Ohio State University. The 14th
century was the theme of the natonal conference.
HILL PART OF WORKSHOP
Dr. .Ill Lovan Hill, chairman of
the industrial arts department, has
been selected to appear on the program for an Education Workshop.
The Workshop will be held at
the high school in Columbus
Grove, Friday afternoon. He will
be a consultant in the industrial
arts and vocational teachers discussion group.

Lecture Recital
Held Tomorrow
Joseph Himmel, baritone, and
Helen Lakofsky, pianist, will present a lecture-recital on the vocal
music of Franz Schubert tomorrow
evening at 8:15 in the Recital
Auditorium of the Music Illdg.
Himmel is instructor in voice
and Mrs. Lakofsky is a former
member of the University music
faculty.
The musical part of the program
will be devoted to the twenty songs
comprising the cycle, "Die Schonc
Mullerin" (The Fair Maid of the
Mill).
The public is invited to attend
the lecture-recital; there will be
no admission charge.

There was one mighty cheer
from Rodgers Quad as the boys
therein knew now the telephone
number of the dish who sits next
to them in Art 101.
Fraternity row sat back and
contemplated, in its leisurely way,
which number to try for today.
The girls meanwhile chattered
like magpies as they thought of
all the addresses now known to
the guys. Oh happy day, many a
phone calls this week.
The B-G NEWS staff was weak
with relief—stories could now be
validated without taking a week.
Club secretaries shouted with
joy—they could now find where
their members abide. Dues could
finally be collected, oh boy!
Yes Thursday, Nov. 6, was a
great day after all.

4 Debators Travel
To Calvin College
Four members of the varsity
debate squad represented the University in a tournament at Calvin
College, Grand Rapids, Mich., yesterday.
Debating on the question, "Resolved: That the Further Development >f Nuclear Weapons Should
Be Prohibited by International Agreement," were Judy Hepplewhite,
and Michael Pheneger, for the affirmative ; for the negative, Carol
Stemple, and San Merrick.

Uniuersity Dairy
Bar
presents
An ice cream treat
for you whatever
your taste may be...

Geography Chairman
To Speak At Cobus
Dr. Lowry R. Karnes, chairman
of the gt'ofcraphy department, will
lead the discussion at this week's
Cobus Hour tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
In the Alumni Koom of the University Union.
T.heso weekly meeting.-* are sponsored by the College of Business
Administration.

DIRECTING THE BAND during Ih.
pr. qara. Dad's Day f.iti.Hi.i Saturday b Harold Ov.rqard. not.d compeer and ananqir and lath.r o( Sandy
Ov.rqard. UnW.rmltr Junior. Or.raard
conducted the band In one of hi. own
compositions. "Gridiron H.ro..."

•
•
•
•

Sodas
Sundaes
Ice Cream Cones
Malts
Phone 5886

631 Ridge Street

THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE-BUT TODAY'S L'M GIVES YOU-

ore taste
DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHERI
Changs to L'M and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better
taste than in any other cigarette. Yea, today's EM combines these two essentials
of modern smoking enjoyment—less tars and more taste—in one great cigarette.

segalls
Across from Music Building
It's about timo you found
out that we are fascinating
Now pleas* remember—

24 HOUR PHOTO SERVICE
and
20 CENT SHIRTS
(3 or more)
EXQUISITLY FINISHED

segalls
trws from Music Building
► LIOGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.. 19SS

